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Justine Wachsberger in Seahorses.

SEAHORSES A new independent feature film
SEAHORSES is a beautifully realized, critically acclaimed drama feature film that has
great success in the festival circuit. The film world premiered at Dances with Films as
a SPOTLIGHT FEATURE at the Chinese theatre in Hollywood. . “I brought
SEAHORSES to the festival world with modest expectations, I am thrilled that the film

	
  

	
  
has taken on a life of its own with so many people connecting with it,” Says director
Jason Kartalian. SEAHORSES won BEST PICTURE at the Toronto Independent Film
Festival and BEST ACTOR, BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY and BEST OF FEST at the
SoCal Independent Film Festival. SEAHORSES won BEST ACTRESS, BEST
ACTOR and BEST SCREENPLAY at the Los Angeles Indie Film Festival. BEST
NARRATIVE FEATURE at the Seattle Transmedia and Independent Film Festival,
VIEWER’S CHOICE at the Cleveland Indie Gathering and DIRECTOR’S CHOICE at
the Gig Harbor Film Festival. Seahorses has also been the official selection of the
Big Island Film Festival, Firstglance Film Festival, The Starlite Film Festival, Reel
Hollywood Independent Film Festival and many more.

The Story:
A lonely and intense man invites a mysterious woman he met on Craigslist into his
house. He gets much more than what he bargains for as this strange young woman
takes over his life. What transpires is a dramatically intense and darkly comic journey
about love, co-dependency and loss.

Directors’ statement
“Seahorses is a truly and independent film made outside the studio system. With this
freedom, it is the filmmaker’s responsibility to take creative risks. I've always been driven
to engage and audience with my unique world view. With Seahorses, I was committed to
making a compelling work of art that is not only an individual statement, but also a
focused collaboration of talented individuals. There was an emphasis on detail with this
film from performance, to design to the filming of actual seahorses. Our dedicated lead
actors committed to months of rehearsals. Working with Justine Wachsberger and Ian
Hutton was extremely rewarding as we were constantly worked on going deeper with the
characters. The collaboration between myself, Director of Photography Basil Mironer
and Production Designer Reed Johns was instrumental in creating Seahorses unique
visual style. Producer Roxy Shih keep everything together even though we were working
at a breakneck pace at times. I was very fortunate to work with people of great energy,
talent and dedication that shared my vision. We became a film family, creating bonds we
will remember for a lifetime and Seahorses is a result of the fruit of our labor.” – Jason
Kartalian

	
  

	
  

Ian Hutton in Seahorses.

Visual Style
A great deal of work went into the visual style of the film Seahorses. The unique vision
came about through collaboration with Director, Jason Kartalian, Director of
Photography, Basil Mironer, and Production Designer Reed John. “My intention was to
give the audience a sense of an underwater, alien environment,” states Kartalian. “Our
main location was deck out with trippy lighting fixtures, black-light projections and a
really amazing bubble cascade machine,” he continues. Since most of the action takes
place in one location, it was essential that the one location be very unique and
compelling. “We used a lot of practical lighting fixtures with untraditional bulbs, like black
and blue globes,” says DP Mironer. While the film was shot using cutting edge digital
technology with the Red Digital Cinema Camera, much of the film was shot using a
vintage Cooke cinema lens that was made before DP Basil Mironer was even born.

Production Notes
“When making Seahorses we were really focus on detail. The script was written for
simplicity, however when we were looking at locations, we couldn't find that singular
location for the film. We decided to shoot some of the film in existing locations, some in a
studio. So when Martin delivers his freshly made sushi to Lauren, he makes the sushi in
a kitchen shot in West Hollywood CA, walks through his living room in Downtown Los
Angeles and delivers the sushi to Lauren in the bathroom shot in a studio in Anaheim
CA. The segment takes a few seconds, looks like a simple walk from kitchen to
bathroom. There was a remarkable effort for a simple moment that links all the locations
together. While we shot the bedroom scenes in Downtown Los Angeles, the actually
Seahorses were shot in a private home near San Diego. Through the magic of cinema

	
  

	
  
and some careful editing they look like they were in the same room as our characters.” Jason Kartalian

Ian Hutton and Justine Wachsberger in Seahorses.

Synopsis
Seahorses is about two damaged souls who find each other. Marty, a lonely and intense
man, invites a mysterious woman named Lauren who he met on Craigslist into his
house. Little by little their pasts are revealed. Martin is gripped by a failed relationship
and failed business. Lauren’s beloved mother is dying slowly and she is acting out with
drugs and sexual activity, running from the pain.
Lauren locks herself in Martin’s bathroom, refusing to come out. Martin engages Lauren
on the cell phone and they learn about each other through walls. In the bathroom,
Lauren’s secret objective is to kill herself with a gun that is neatly inside a jeweled box.
Like trying to tame a wild animal, he coaxes Lauren out of the bathroom with some
beautifully crafted sushi. When she finally comes out of the bathroom, she notices that
Martin has created his own perfect world inside an aquarium: A tank populated with
seahorses. Martin explains that in the wild, seahorses are not in control of their destiny.
They grab onto seaweed and plants and go wherever the tide takes them. Martin states:
“They’re a fish that can’t swim. You’d think if you’d spend your life underwater you’d at
least proficient at swimming.”
Martin and Lauren connect and learn about each other. What transpires is an intense
dance fueled by despair, attraction, and in the end, hope. The feature film Seahorses is

	
  

	
  
a dark comedy, a romance, a drama that poses the question: Can we transcend the past
so we can live freely in the present?

Justine Wachsberger in Seahorses.

Jason Kartalian WRITER/DIRECTOR/EXCUTIVE PRODUCER
Jason Kartalian was brought up in a creative environment. Born and raised in the San
Fernando Valley, his mother was a jewelry craftsperson and his father is one-of-a-kind
character actor Buck Kartalian, whose credits include: Planet of the Apes, Cool Hand
Luke and Outlaw Josey Wales. Jason graduated from the film program at California
State University Northridge. Jason's first feature Pedestrian, was selected to numerous
film festivals across the US and won the best picture and best screenplay award at the
AFMA Film Festival and the Best Screenplay award at the Long Island Film Expo. His
horror feature Driller, was selected to the Another Hole in the Head Film Festival in San
Francisco and was distributed domestically and all around the world. Jason has also
worked in the field of international film distribution serving as Vice-President of Cinema
Arts Entertainment. Seahorses is a culmination of Jason's experience in the film
industry combined with a deeply personal approach.

Basil Mironer DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Basil Mironer was born in Moscow, Russia, and immigrated to America in the late
1980's. In 2010, he received his Master of Fine Arts in Film and Television Production
from NYU Tisch School of the Arts Asia. Basil has honed his cinematography and
directing skills on over 30 global film productions. Basil has received numerous awards

	
  

	
  
and accolades including: Sonje Award for the best Asian Short film at the 14th Pusan
International Film Festival, Best of Festival selection at Palm Springs Shortfest 2009,
and the Wasserman Award at the First Run Film Festival 2010. His film Rare Fish was
filmed in Indonesia and selected for the prestigious Haig P. Manoogian Screenings at
the Directors Guild of America where it won the Audience Award. Basil currently splits
his time between Los Angeles, New Zealand, and South-East Asia.

Roxy Shih PRODUCER
Roxy Shih was born in Rotterdam and now lives in Los Angeles. Her extensive world
travel brings a decidedly international outlook to her work. To date, Roxy has produced
three features: Deadly Revisions, Reunion and Seahorses as well as commercials,
music videos, television and radio. Roxy graduated from the University of California,
Irvine with a double major in Film and Media Studies, and Sociology with a minor in
Digital Arts. Roxy is also a budding director, creating visually stunning short films. Roxy
won the Armed With A Camera Fellowship from Visual Communications.

Jason Solowsky COMPOSER
Jason earned his Bachelor of Music degree from Berklee College of Music in both film
scoring and composition. He also graduated from the USC Thornton School of
Music (Los Angeles, CA) Scoring for Motion Pictures and Television program. He
composed the scores to several feature films including the films Terror Inside
starring Corey Feldman and Tanya Memme, American Bandits: Frank and Jesse
James starring Peter Fonda, George Stults and Jeffrey Combs, Turbulent Skies
starring Casper Van Dien, Nicole Eggert, Brad Dourif, and Patrick Muldoon, and Templar
Nation starring Erik Estrada. He also has had music featured in the Sony Pictures
film American Crude starring Rob Schneider, Ron Livingston, Michael Clarke Duncan,
and Jennifer Esposito. In addition, he has scored the films What Up? starring Kadeem
Hardison, and Unemployed which were both distributed by Lionsgate. Solowsky also
scored the award winning film Call To Action which features actress Lily Tomlin.

	
  

	
  

THE CAST
Justine Wachsberger ROLE OF LAUREN
Born in Los Angeles, Justine was raised in a world surrounded by culture and travel. As
an infant, her family moved to Paris, France and she was raised between Los Angeles
and Paris well into her teen years. She attended high school in Paris, however she came
back to Los Angeles her senior year and attended The Lycee Francais of Los Angeles,
where she graduated. Justine went on to further her education, attending the University
of Southern California, earning her Bachelor's Degree in Communications and Theatre.
Justine has brought her talents to both independent films and big budget studio films.
She landed her first role in the Twentieth Century Fox Film, First Daughter, appearing
alongside Oscar winning actor Forest Whitaker. Justine’s credits also include the
horror/thriller film Sorority Row, The Twilight Saga: New Moon, Beautiful Creatures,
Now You See Me, and Divergent. The experience of filming Seahorses was quite a
departure from her work on the big budget features with its breakneck production
schedule and constant striving for discovery.

Ian Hutton ROLE OF MARTY
Ian Hutton grew up in Shawnee, Oklahoma where his mom decided to put him into
dance at the young age of 5. He was trained in tap, jazz, ballet and lyrical dance at the
Shawnee Academy of Ballet. His stage debut was when he was 12 years old in the
musical Peter Pan as a Lost Boy at Oklahoma City’s Lyric Theatre. He then went on to
major in Theatre Performance at St. Gregory’s University in his hometown where he did
many more plays and musicals. Ian met his now wife while he was playing Caleb in 7
Brides for 7 Brothers. While in NY Ian performed in the comedy Happy Hour and he
went to Atlantic City and Reno to play Oscar in 42nd Street. Ian has transitioned from
the stage to film. While in NY he landed his first lead in a feature film As I Stand. He can
also been seen as the lead in the soon to be released feature Auteur. Next year Ian will
be going to England to film the zombie-comedy Dave of the Dead. Ian and his wife Evie
welcomed their first child, Caleb Isaac, who was born just 3 days after filming wrapped
for Seahorses.

	
  

	
  

Orson Chaplin ROLE OF TRAVIS
Orson Chaplin, is an American actor who was born in London and raised in the united
states. A grandson of the iconic legend Charlie Chaplin, Orson showed an interest in
acting at a young age when he would practice doing impressions and accents at the age
of nine. Orson has been in 6 independent feature films, he played Felix a silent
sociopath who was the only white member of a latino gang in 5th Street, a loud mouth
urban gun salesman named Mousey in Dirty People, A nervous meth cook in "A Certain
Justice", a heroin junkie in the comedy Hit Team, and a cocky stoner in
"Gingerdeadman vs Evil Bong". Orson Portrayed "Tritt (Balls) Conner, an evil rapist
redneck who is an iconic book character from the infamous novel Edward Lee's The
bighead in the film The Bighead. Orson continues to work hard aiming to follow in his
grandfathers footsteps and to keep the "Chaplin" legacy going.

Daniel Messier ROLE OF JAKE
Daniel was born in Switzerland before moving to South America and then returning to
Switzerland as a teen-ager. His athletic skills allowed him to attend University in the
United States on a tennis scholarship where he earned a B.A in Criminal Justice and
later a Master's in Elementary Education. Upon completing his studies, Daniel worked as
a model in Europe, South America, Asia and Miami and started his acting career working
in independent films in South Florida. With his acting career starting to take off, Daniel
packed his bags and drove cross country to pursue his acting career in Los Angeles in
2007. He was cast as a series regular in the HBO production Life on Top.
Daniel's fluency in French has landed him a series recurring role in the 2010 French
speaking series pilot West Hollywood, La Serie. We were thrilled to find Daniel during a
very interesting casting session for French speaking actors here in Los Angeles.

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
SEAHORSES A film by Jason Kartalian
Starring
Justine Wachsberger
Ian Hutton
Director of Photography Basil Mironer
Production Design by Reed Johns
Music by Jason Solowsky
Edited by Barry Bond
Associate Producer Justine Wachsberger
Executive Producer Jason Kartalian
Produced by Roxy Shih
Written & Directed by Jason Kartalian
Final Roll:
Cast
Justine Wachsberger - Lauren
Ian Hutton - Martin
Orson Chaplin - Travis
Daniel Messier - Jake
Roxy Shih – Jackie
Griffin Kehoe - Josh
Alice Bowden – Lauren’s Mom
Howard Teman - Tattoo Guy
Crew
st
1 AD: Tres Stamos
2nd AD: Kevin Hue
Art Directors: Jackie Chen and Jessie Lee
Set Decorator: Jon Lance Duran
1st Assistant Cameras: Jake Bianco, Leonard P. Walsh, Chase Azimi
2nd Assistant Camera: Lance Seymour
nd
nd
Sound Mixer: Dennis Schweitzer, Travis Cote (2 Unit), Patrick Joyner (2 Unit)
Boom Operator: Zoltan Reisz
Gaffer: Eric Elofson
Key Grip: Jere Free
Swing: Jacques Shy
nd
2 Unit 1st AC/Swing: Joseph Hendrickson

	
  

	
  

Crew (Con’t)
Hair/MUA: Veronica Rodarte
Wardrobe Stylist: Marylenore Peralta
Wardrober: Marchelle Hall
Production Assistants: Jessie Lee, Alan Yuen, Greg Cheng
Casting: Roxy Shih
Camera Gear - Birns and Sawyer
Grip and Lighting – JK Films
Colorist: Eric Wahl
Dialogue & Music Re-Recording Mixer:
Scott Casillas
Sound Effects Re-Recording Mixer:
Nick Hurtado
Creative Consultant: Ramzi Abed
Consulting Executive: John H. Case
Special Thanks to: Lisa Lee, Michael Kehoe, Julie Kehoe, Brian Barsuglia, Mike Rodgers & Bill
Meurer of Birns & Sawyer, Howard Teman’s Tattoos, Silver Screen Dream Factory, Ann Marie
Mcann
Special thanks to the Screen Actors Guild
Shot on Red.
No Seahorses were harmed during the production of this film.
This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places and incidents either are products of the
author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events or locales or
persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental.
© 2014 Seahorses Movie LLC All Rights Reserved

	
  

	
  

